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INADEQUATE
MATHEMATICS?
I have been very interested to read the series of
challenging articles Blld letters on basic physics
in Wire"" World; however I must say that
Professor Jennison's article and his description
ofa machine for stopping Ruavclling wave have
all the appearance of being an elaborate hoax.
He produces a stationary field and asks "Wb(:re
are the charges that produce it?" It is obvious to
me where the charges are - they arc moving up
and down (or more precisely, in his circular
configuration, inwards and outwards) in the

SINE WAVES,
HARMONICS AND
SIDEBANDS
The simplest and most fundamental form of
repetitive motion can be represented by a sine
wave. To mix metaphors, one coud say it is the
the "lowest level" of repetitive motion and all
other tYpes tend to tlgravitate" towards it. The
waves of the sea, tbe swing of a pendulum, the
vibration in a piece of lolid material all tend
towards a sine wave. Mathematically the sine
wave has the unique property that the represen
tation of the rate at which it changes (its dif
ferential) is another sine wave.

In electronics it has the property of being the
only kind of eleetro magnetic radiation which
occupies one spot frequency, and apan from
indicating its existence conveys no other in
formation whatever.

Immediately the shape of the wave changl,..
from a pW'e sine form other frequencies appear.
And this is where a certain amount ofconfusion
can arise. On the one hand we leam that a
repetitive waveform which is not a sine wave
always contains harmonics. On the other we
learn that a sine wave t modulated by another
wave at a lower frequency always results in the
production of sidebands. But what is not so
often realised is that harmonics and sidebands
are exactly the same. 1"he reason why this is not
realised seems to stem from the fact that we tend
to think ofa modulated sine wave as a sine wave
which is varying - usually rather slowly - in
amplitude. Actually j"t is nothing of the kind,
because a 'sine wave' which is varying in ampli
tude is no longer a sine wave. No matter how
slow the change each half cycle, for example,
must be a little greater or smaller in amplitude
than the previous one and we have in effect a
distorted sine wave. Now suppose we increase
the modulating frequency until iI: is the same as
the modulated frequency. The distonion be
comes more and more obvious until, when they
are equal, every cycle suffers the same amount
ofdistortion and we have a repetitive, non sinu
soidal wave form. And of course, the sideband
offset frequency is now the same as the mod...
ulated frequency - in other words we have a
harmonic.

Understanding, as opposed to the mechanical
acquisition of unrelated facts, arises from our
ability to make a coherent pattern out of the
information we receive. And the realisation that
harmonics ue only a specific kind of sideband
can help to give a clearer picture of the general
process of modulation.
RoyHankopf
Alphington
Victoria
Australia
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S.T.R. was the miscegenation of a man
who did not understand that apples must
not be mixed up, mathematically, with
pears.

Finally, to change the subject, could
someone remind eau and Co. that when a
shon wire is stadcally charged, the charge
migrates half to each end and there re
mains until let out. Might this not have
something to do with the cause of the step
being halfas high and twice as long?
A. lones
Aldemey, Cl

basement room under the Masters- Common
Room I put a cloth over rhe valves to conceal my
presence, but sadly I was spotted by a Master
entering the building from the outside. At the
end of the second Prep, all were released to bed
except Thurlow 1 who, after confession, had to
pay a painful visit to his Housemaster for six of
the best.

What was done for amateur radiol
Richard Thurlow G3WW
March
Cambridgeshire

ELECTROMAGNETIC
DOPPLER
So now S. J. Hobson chooses to join Ken
naugh and the rest in the demonstration of
failure to understand basic principles (Sep
tember Letters.)

The terms C + V and C - V are poten
tially infmite and it is quite wrong even to
imagine that they might be used to discuss
events in an orderly universe in which
events happen linearly in a scale which
ends abruptly at C. Let jv be the Lorentz
transform. V is as we measure and we see
that

V.j" = a linear proportion of the scale C.

Knowing this, we can use the diagram
for all of our experimental results leaving
mass, length and time invariant: there is
now no mystery.

LOGIC AND
ELECTRONIC SYMBOL
STANDARDIZATION
It is with a certain sense of bewilderment that I
vieW the differillg symbols used in the electron
icllD8pzines which I read: these range from the
otherwise excellent, but often symbolicaUy and
.nistically abysmal, recent computer magazines
10 your own (I feel) leading journal.

British Standards perhaps need taking to task
for their lack of guidance and unhelpful cblack
boles': can you - anyone - kick them into a
"DOD-sitting-on..it" situation?

'Mil' standards please those of us who deal
with them on a daily basis, naturaDy, but what
11 needed is a workable standard which also
IIlows for an individual style, as exhibited in
rw for so long.
G.Beard
Wandsworth

CALL SIGN
keith ElIis's letter in October brought back two
IIIlateur radio memories, one very painful, of
Over 60 years ago.

As 2MT's QTH at Writtle, Essex was the
Delt village to my home at Widford, his signals
-ere devastating when listened to on a home
built set under the pennission of my Experimen..
tal Receiving Licence of December 1920. Capt
Bckerslcy kindly put up with ·'instant" visits
from three of us hot and sticky off our cycles
eVen before he had put his telephone
microphone Jnouthpiece down at the end of a
transmission.

At St John's School, Leatherhead, where I
"as a Founder Member of the School Wireless
Society I once skipped Prayers between two
evening preps to listen to a special uansmission
an 8 receiver equipped with several French R
'.Ives. As the set was temporarily housed in a

ELECTRONIC
WEIGHING SCALE
I have read with interest J. I ... Hood's design for
ID electronic weighing machine in your October
iuue. Obviously, I am very pleased to see he has
alCd as the 199.9mV d.p.m. our own DPM 200
which is particularly suitable as it has the kg
Iymbols available on the display.

However, I should point out that whilst we
cannot comment regarding the rest of the cir...
cuit, there is an error regarding the driving of
these symbols. To avoid 'burn in' an l.c.d.
ahould be driven by an a.c. source and such a
lOurce is available on our meter labelled 'XDP'.
Your circuit shows the symbol and the decimal
point connected directly to ground which could
damage the meter.

Should any of your readers require fuU data
meets for this product we would be delighted to
supply one. Could I also mention that besides
OIInelves, the DPM 200 is available from the
following distributors: RS Components Ltd,
BICC Verospeed Ltd and Farnen Components
Ltd.
S.P. Wyre
Lacar Electronics
Module House, Whiteparish
\Vilts
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